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Quantum String Theory and the Prince of the Power of 
the Air 

 
Why is Satan “the prince of the power of the “air” and what does that tell us about occult 
power and meeting the Lord in the “air”.  Modern string theory in physics has some 
interesting clues. 
 
I want to clarify to you the use of the word “air” by the apostle Paul.  Specifically two 
very interesting scriptures where the word “air” I believe is misunderstood by preachers 
and fellow Christians and mentioned by Paul in scripture. 
 
Let me quote you the two scriptures in question: 
 
Eph 2:2  Wherein in time past ye walked according to the course of this world, 

according to the prince of the power of the air, the spirit that now worketh in the 
children of disobedience:  

 
1Th 4:17  Then we which are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them 
in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air and so shall we ever be with the Lord.  
 
The idea of “air” comes from Greek philosophy and its meaning for Paul who was trained 
as a scholar in both scripture and philosophy is far different to the “air” we understand 
namely something made of Nitrogen and Oxygen. 
 
We have the same problem with our translation of ‘Logos” as Word or “ekklesia” as 
Church. There is a whole lot more to both these words the way the Greeks used these 
words than the way we use them today.  And therein lies a lot of revelation when 
investigated. 
 
When we say Satan controls the ‘power of the air”? Are we talking weather here? 
Meet the Lord in the upper atmosphere? 
 
Here is a quick recap from Greek philosophy to help us understand what “air” and 
“water” and “fire” meant for Greeks trying to understand how reality works. 
 
The father of philosophy Thales of Miletus and the others realized that there was a “One 
God” who they called “the unmoved mover”.  Things move because there is one who 
started all movement.  Then they determined that this movement was ordered by law by 



observing the stars and planets.  They called these laws of how the world moves and 
works the “Logos”. 
 
They also decided that underlying all of this was a fundamental “foundation” behind and 
on which the world is built or from which it is built.  They called that the “arche”. 
 
In Greek philosophy, arche “refers” to the fundamental principle or origin from which 
everything in the universe arises. Here are the key aspects of the concept of arche:  
  . It represents the ultimate source or beginning of existence.  
     Early Greek philosophers sought to identify the basic substance that constitutes all of 
reality. Different thinkers proposed various elements as the arche:  

 Thales: Said Water….life dies without water and it is everywhere. 
 Heraclitus of Ephesus, on the other hand, proposed fire as the arche. His view 

was more abstract and symbolic compared to Thales: 
 Anaximenes said no it is Air. Without it you are dead in a matter of minutes and it 

is really everwhere. 

Can you see the hints of why the New Testament has so many references to “fire”. 
“water” and “air”….John the Baptist buried people in “water”, He said that Jesus would 
baptize us in both “water and ‘fire”. Jesus “breathed” on His disciples and said “receive 
ye the Holy Spirit”.  The hidden world of the angelic and God was symbolized to them by 
air, water and fire….and we need to be “born again” symbolized by being immersed in 
these elements. 
 
 Modern day materialists only believe in empty space and atoms.  But both scripture, 
Greek philosophers and modern physics believe in something beyond the material world 
around us. 
 
In scripture we find out where the “arche” comes from.  This is what God told Job… 
 
Job 38:3 - 7 Gird up now thy loins like a man; for I will demand of thee, and answer 

thou me.  Where wast thou when I laid the foundations of the earth? declare, if 
thou hast understanding.  Who hath laid the measures thereof, if thou knowest? or 
who hath stretched the line upon it?  Whereupon are the foundations thereof 
fastened? or who laid the corner stone thereof;  When the morning stars sang 
together, and all the sons of God shouted for joy?”  

 
Now I want you to know two things here: 
 

1) God (Jesus Christ who made all things) created a “foundation of reality” which 
we were not there when He made it and we cannot see it. We call this the second 
heaven, The first heaven is the atmosphere around us and space. The third heaven 
where Paul was caught up is the throne of God. 



2) The ones who were there to see Jesus lay the foundations of this universe were 
please note “the morning stars” and the angels (sons of God).  Now note this, the 
“morning stars” started singing right when the foundations of reality were laid. 

 
So the “arche” is not air or water or fire.  We don’t know the substance or material of this 
“foundation”.  But for people like Paul and his audience these symbols were their reality 
for understanding that realm. 
 
Now lets introduce Satan, the prince of the power of the air…. 
 
Isa 14:12  How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning! how art 

thou cut down to the ground, which didst weaken the nations!  
 
Now note this….Satan or Lucifer (meaning “light bearer”) is described as a “morning 
star” meaning he was one of those ‘morning stars” in Job who started singing after Jesus 
laid the foundations of the universe.   
 
Now here is a quote from Ezekiel that further describes Satan as a mighty Cherub and 
something unusual about how he was made…. 
 
Eze 28:13  Thou hast been in Eden the garden of God; every precious stone was thy 
covering, the sardius, topaz, and the diamond, the beryl, the onyx, and the jasper, the 
sapphire, the emerald, and the carbuncle, and gold: the workmanship of thy tabrets  
and of thy pipes was prepared in thee in the day that thou wast created.  
 
Now this is very unusual.  Tabrets in ancient Israel were percussion instruments and 
pipes were wind instruments.  The Cherub Lucifer was made with musical instruments to 
sing and make music. 
 
But how does this relate to him being a prince of the power of the “air” or power of the 
“arche”?   
 
For that we need to update to 20th century physics.  Modern quantum physics found out 
that the reality underneath the physical world of particles is that they are both waves and 
particles.  And since they are waves the question then arose…but what is waving? 
 
Modern physics recognizes that there are other dimensions beyond our empty space. In 
fact empty space is not empty.  It is filled with a sea of incredible energy. It is called the 
“zero point energy of the vacuum of space”.  How much energy is there in this 
“emptiness”? 
 
Based on my search results, there are different estimates for the amount of zero-point 
energy in a given volume of vacuum space, but they all suggest an extremely high energy 
density:  



According to one calculation mentioned, one cubic inch of space would contain 
approximately 10^120 joules of zero-point energy. This is an incredibly large amount of 
energy. The famous physicist  Richard Feynman made a calculation suggesting that every 
cubic centimeter of vacuum contains enough energy to boil all the oceans of Earth. 

Ok so lets assume that the “foundation” Jesus laid referenced in Job is what modern 
science calls the “zero point energy of the vacuum of space” or what others call the 
“aether” (Nicola Tesla)…..how does this relate to the ‘morning stars that sang”. 
 
For that we turn to the best theory that physicists have of what this underlying vacuum 
energy of space looks like.  They call this “String Theory”.  For the last 50 years String 
Theory has been the dominant theory among the best of the physicist community in 
trying to describe what reality looks like at its most fundamental level….I’ll quote here 
from an expert article on the subject: 

String Theory in Physics 

String theory is a theoretical framework in physics that seeks to reconcile quantum 
mechanics and general relativity by modeling the fundamental particles of the universe as 
one-dimensional "strings" rather than zero-dimensional points. This approach aims to 
provide a unified description of all fundamental forces and particles.  

Fundamental Concepts 

 Strings: The basic entities in string theory are tiny, vibrating strings. These 
strings can be open (with two endpoints) or closed (forming loops). The different 
vibrational modes of these strings correspond to different particles, such as 
quarks, electrons, and photons 

   Dimensions: String theory requires additional spatial dimensions beyond the 
familiar three dimensions of space and one of time. The most common versions of 
string theory propose 10 or 11 dimensions, with the extra dimensions being 
compactified or curled up so tightly that they are not observable at macroscopic 
scales. 

So what String Theory tells us is that at the very basic level of reality there is an 
indescribable sea of energy all around us and this vast sea of unlimited energy is made of 
the smallest imaginable vibrating little stings operating through 10-11 dimension being 
from where our limited world of  3 dimensions of space and one of time comes into 
existence. 
 
Can you see the connection of why angels that are created to sing and began to sing and 
shout when Jesus created the “firmament” or Foundation of the earth’? 
 Here is my working theory…. 
 
The air that Paul refers to is also known  to the ancient Greeks as the power of the 
“arche”.  He was not talking about oxygen. 



 
This ancient “arche” is the “foundation” that God created in the beginning after creating 
the heavenly angelic hosts.  It is the sea of energy out of which our world comes.  When 
the tiny strings of this sea of energy are strummed then particles and atoms and protons 
and electrons and nuclear and electrical and gravitational forces come into being. 
 
I believe that Cherubs and angels were created with the power to make the music that 
makes those little strings vibrate. 
 
I believe this heavenly choir is led by the Lord Jesus Christ who is the ‘Captain of the 
Hosts of heaven”. 
 
I believe the songs of heaven are written and composed by Jesus Christ which are also 
known as the Lamb’s Book of Life. 
 
I believe when Genesis records and ‘God said let there be……light, stars, planets, 
animals etc”  Then Jesus direct the angelic host to that page in the Book of Life where 
that symphony is written and the Morning Stars start singing and the angels shout….and 
out of the “arche” or “aether” the strings start vibrating and the music of God’s glory 
resonates throughout the “aether” and  those harmonies compose each part of creation. 
 
When we sing we push out air through our vocal chords that vibrate the air. Two weeks 
ago I went with my wife to the Art Scape Theater in Cape Town to hear the opera ‘Lucia 
de Lamamour”.  The voices were incredible.  Just ordinary looking people when you talk 
to them just ordinary voices.  But my Lord when they open their lungs and start to sing, 
its just heavenly….where do those vocal chords come from?  You are born with it, you 
cannot just develop it by practice or wishing. 
 
Satan. Lucifer was one of the great princes, Morning Star Cherubs…and man can he 
sing!  That is why he is a prince of the power of the air (aether).  He was created with that 
ability. Perfect in song and beauty.  And that makes him dangerous. It means with his 
control over aether strings and the energy of the ‘arche” he can sing any song that makes 
illusions appear in this world.  He can appear in any form for our eyes he wants.  He can 
appear as a beautiful woman or a handsome man. Or as an angel of light.   
 
But here is the good news. And this we will continue next week.   
 
There is a reason why the Lord has ordained that the time will come when we will meet 
Jesus in the “air”.  Because that is where Satan operates from. 
 
But that is a topic for next week…..a different perspective on the “rapture”. 
 
 
  
  


